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Abstract: This symposium proposes a genre of learning designs called Student-Generated Ideas
(SGIs), based on designing learning contexts that promote students as critical producers,
distributors, and consumers of knowledge. SGIs place students’ ideas at the center of learning
designs, considering the learning process as well as the learning goals/outcomes. By soliciting
and foregrounding students’ diversified ideas in the classroom and beyond, the learning
environment communicates to students that their ideas matter to others and that they have a
position of responsibility to their own and their peers’ learning processes. The notion of SGIs
is embodied in a repertoire of studies at the Learning Sciences Lab, National Institute of
Education, Singapore, that offer varied yet overlapping interpretations of how student ideas can
inform the design of learning contexts. In sharing the core design principles for SGIs
approaches, this work contributes important components to the learning sciences discipline and
changing educational practice.
Keywords: Student-Generated Ideas (SGIs), Productive Failure, preparation for collaboration,
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Introduction

Student-Generated Ideas (SGIs) embody principles for the design of learning environments that promote students
as critical producers, distributors, and consumers of knowledge. Rather than focus on mastery of expert
knowledge, a major goal of 20th century education, SGIs leverage students’ ideas as the basis for designing
educational settings. Putting students’ ideas at the center of the classroom communicates to students that their
ideas matter to others and that they have a position of responsibility to contribute to knowledge advancement in
the classroom community. Highlighting the inquiry process of the student intends to support students to take
control of their learning processes. In this way, students not only learn the target subject(s), but also come to
understand the means for working with and creating knowledge (e.g., finding problems, re-representing or remodeling knowledge, locating resources, testing ideas through experimentation, developing skills in
argumentation and the critique of various perspectives, etc.). The burden of SGIs research is to design a smart
context rather than to assess a student as a “smart” or “not a smart” individual (Barab & Plucker, 2006). Through
such designs, student “ability” becomes a function of context, expectations, and tasks. These designs promote
engagement and are founded on learning potential, rather than formally measured achievement.
Our proposed symposium on the SGIs approach is built on a strong foundation of studies at the Learning
Sciences Lab, National Institute of Education, Singapore, that create classroom innovations for 21st century
learning. These studies have been carried out using a variety of contexts (formal and informal), domains
(mathematics, science, language, etc.), tools (computer-mediated communication, mobile technology, game
designs, etc.), and schools, and thus, present an opportunity for building invariant meta-design principles across
the variant particulars of our projects. The design and enactment of SGIs research necessitates intensive
collaboration with classroom teachers, not always but typically, through design-based research or design
experiments. Such close collaboration helps teachers to rise above being mere experts of content who pass along
their expertise to students; they also develop the capabilities to become designers of smart contexts, centering
learning activities on students’ generated problems, representations, language, learning strategies, and/or
solutions. In addition, close collaboration with teachers through authentic, experiential approaches sustained over
a period of time has the added advantage of shifting both the teachers’ and students’ perceptions of learning
towards a student-centric educational culture. Thus, our work aims to enhance both theory and practice.
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This symposium will be conducted in an interactive format. It will begin with a quick “firehose” session
where a presenter of each set of studies/projects shares her/his work in three minutes. Next will be a combined
poster/roundtable session where presenters engage in discussions with audience members at their respective
stations. Audience members may visit any stations of interest. Moreover, in light of the spirit of SGIs, participants
will be offered the opportunity to note their own questions, interpretations, critiques, or ideas on either the general
notion of SGIs or on any of the individual studies/projects. During the last segment of the symposium, our two
discussants will lead a critical discussion of the presentations, interactions, and audience contributions, and
synthesize the salient theoretical and practical crosscutting issues.

Preparation for learning from collaboration by generating ideas
Rachel Lam

It is well understood that simply placing a small group of students together in a classroom does not guarantee
effective collaborative learning (Barron, 2003; Dillenbourg, 2002). To encourage students to capitalize on the
affordances of collaborating to learn, researchers have examined various instructional interventions such as:
teaching students collaboration skills so that students collaborate better (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009; Rummel,
Spada, & Hauser, 2009), scaffolding interactional moves via prompts or scripts to facilitate effective collaboration
(Fischer, Kollar, Stegmann, & Wecker, 2013; Walker, Rummel, & Koedinger, 2011), or designing tasks to elicit
substantive discussions during collaboration (Engle & Conant, 2002; Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012). It is apparent
that students need support to collaborate effectively for learning, but the best ways to do that remains an open
question.
To help students make the most of collaborative learning experiences, we take the approach of designing
instructional tasks in ways that invoke effective collaborative mechanisms without directly imposing on student
behaviors and interactions. Our task design utilizes a preparation for learning framework, whereby carefully
designed preparatory activities promote the cognitive and affective readiness to learn from subsequent
collaboration. The tasks are grounded in eliciting students’ naïve representations relative to the content-to-belearned by having students freely generate ideas first individually, and then afterward discuss ideas in a small peer
group. Our experimental studies conducted in situ have shown that compared to learning the canonical
representations explicitly and applying them in a problem task, freely generating ideas leads to significant learning
gains after collaborating, particularly on transfer items. In addition, the examination of student artifacts produced
throughout the learning activity has shown that learning can be attributed specifically to collaborating, only in
conditions where students freely generated ideas during preparation. Furthermore, by examining students’
discussions, we posit that generating ideas before formally learning concepts invokes preparatory mechanisms to
a greater extent, which consequently increases the extent to which collaborative mechanisms are invoked.
During this symposium, I will share our current work on this learning design, which we call Preparation
for Future Collaboration (PFC). The design draws from the Preparation for Future Learning paradigm (D.
Schwartz), Productive Failure (M. Kapur), and the Interactive-Constructive-Active-Passive ICAP framework (M.
Chi). We have been partnering with teachers in Singapore to co-design PFC learning tasks for low-achieving
students from the upper primary to secondary levels in various subject areas (environmental sustainability, urban
planning, language, mathematics), empirically test our designs in classrooms, and record and analyze student
discussions during collaboration. I will offer insights on working with teachers in the Singaporean context, a
highly test-driven educational culture within a strong top-down hierarchical education system. To date, our work
has been received by Singaporean educators as a “truly student-centered” kind of instruction, yet has also been
met with apprehension as teachers shift from their familiar teacher-centric instructional approaches towards
instruction based on student-generated ideas.

Investigating the learning and transfer effects of student-generated analogies

Jun Song Huang and Manu Kapur

This presentation expands the Productive Failure learning design (Kapur, 2008; Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012) by
investigating the effects of students generating analogies before receiving formal instruction. The design examines
the learning and transfer mechanisms involved in different pedagogical sequences (i.e., generation first or
instruction first) and in different forms of analogical thinking (i.e., generating analogies or generating analogical
mappings between given analogies).
The design seeks to extend the investigation of the learning mechanisms involved in Productive Failure
in two aspects. First, the Productive Failure learning design typically requires students to generate problem
solutions during the generation phase. Such activity allows students to recognize their knowledge gaps and
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subsequently attend to those gaps at the instruction phase (Kapur, 2014). By investigating generative activities
that do not involve problem solving, this work addresses how to design for Productive Failure without orienting
towards a problem goal state. Second, through problem solving, the Productive Failure learning design activates
and differentiates students’ relevant prior knowledge (Kapur, 2014). The patterns of prior knowledge activation
and differentiation have been found to be linked to the effects of learning and transfer (Kapur 2014, 2015). Our
design question is whether an activity that is targeted to activate and differentiate relevant prior knowledge by
providing more degrees of freedom might be better for learning and transfer than an activity that has less degrees
of freedom (i.e. is more constrained). To explicate, the activity that requires students to generate analogies (which
is more aligned to the conventional Productive Failure generation phase) has more degrees of freedom compared
to the activity that requires generating analogical mappings for given analogies. We speculate that student learning
and transfer may be enhanced when they are given more degrees of freedom in generation, especially when they
generate first before instruction, because this may better activate and differentiate relevant prior knowledge.
We conducted an experimental study to investigate the design. One hundred and twenty seventh-graders
in a high-achieving girls’ school in Singapore participated in the study. The curricular unit covered how to
formulate a system of linear equations for mathematics word problems. Findings partially confirm our hypothesis,
with indicators suggesting that generating analogies before formal instruction enacts different learning
mechanisms. In this symposium we share our preliminary data analysis that helps to expand the understandings
of the Productive Failure learning design.

Addressing the language demands of science using student-generated
representations
Lay Hoon Seah

The fundamental role of language in science has been widely recognized over the past decades, encapsulated in
notions such as fundamental literacy (Norris & Phillips, 2003), disciplinary literacy (Moje, 2007) and science
literacy for all (Yore, 2012). Underlying these notions is the recognition that scientific language has its own
specialized features, norms and conventions that distinguish it from language used in other disciplines and in
everyday life (Gee, 2004). Research on students’ use of language (e.g. Frändberg, Lincoln & Wallin, 2013;
Schoultz, Säljö, & Wyndhamn, 2001; Seah, Clarke & Hart, 2015) has also highlighted students’ difficulties in
interpreting and employing the language of science. A critical aspect of science teaching thus involves attending
to and addressing the demands inherent in the use of the language of science. However, while science teachers
may recognize the language demands of science, they face challenges in designing lessons that foreground and
address the language demands of science in an explicit way (Seah, 2015).
In this study, the researchers worked collaboratively with science teachers to design lessons that took
into consideration the language (in addition to the conceptual) demands of science. As with the other studies in
this symposium, SGIs was an important component of the lesson design, and in particular, its manifestation in the
form of linguistic representations. These student-generated representations played a key role in the lessons in
several ways. Firstly, they provided one of the means by which to determine the nature of the language demands
and the extent to which these demands needed to be addressed in the lessons. This was achieved by examining
the similarities and differences between the student-generated representations and the scientific language during
the process of lesson planning and review. During the lessons, these representations became the target of
intervention as well as a resource for teaching. For example, teachers highlighted the linguistic differences
between the student-generated representations and the canonical use of scientific language to bring about
awareness of the language demands of science.
Drawing on a variety of data such as teacher interviews, lesson videos and videos of the lesson planning
sessions with teachers, I analyzed the process in which the student-generated representations were utilized across
different contexts (before, during and after lessons). The analysis revealed the connections (or lack thereof) that
the teachers made among the various roles of these representations, and through this I offer insights into the
challenges teachers encountered and share some possible ways for supporting teachers to use student-generated
representations effectively.

Makerspaces as sites for studying embodied creativity practices

Michael Tan

While research in cognition has moved into the realm of the sociocultural with the landmark work of distributed
cognition researchers, in recent years some attention has returned to the individual as the unit of analysis.
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Specifically, the embodied cognition research agenda has started to look at the role of bodily actions and
interactions with objects (and to a lesser extent, other humans) in cognitive processing tasks. Essentially,
embodied cognition now supposes that actions need to be considered as cognitive if they perform the role of an
equivalent process “in the brain.” Thought about this way, embodied cognition is a means of spreading the
explanatory load for cognitive processes out of the skull, and to the body and beyond (Clark, 2001; Clark &
Chalmers, 1998; Shapiro, 2011). This project is a means to explore the role of the body and its material interactions
with reality when students learn through the generation of draft designs.
Using this embodied cognition perspective then, an interesting context to study is the phenomena of
tinkering; loosely called “thinking with your hands” by design leaders, and widely acknowledged in makerspaces
to herald a new way of learning STEM knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Yet, the question remains how to
explain tinkering. Specifically, thinking about the phases of design problem solving, two major cognitive
processes are ill-structured problem solving, and well-structured problem solving. Taking the geneplore (Finke,
Ward, and Smith, 1992) model of creativity, the hypothesis remains that there ought to be two rather distinct roles
that actions play in the design and making of artifacts (see, also, Goel, 2014). Given the widely advertised ability
of makerspaces to facilitate innovativeness and creativity, I present my preliminary work studying the processes
of tinkering in makerspaces.
Students in this study were presented a design prompt to create a device to attract teachers’ attention, a
collection of magnetically connectable electronics components, and some tools for cutting and joining materials.
Six pairs of student volunteers were video-recorded in pull-out sessions of about an hour each, and the actions
and talk during their design sessions were examined. Initial analysis indicates: (i) that students do not distinguish
between distinct divergent generation and convergent problem solving phases, with more creative designers
remaining open to suggestions for improvement throughout the entire design phase; (ii) student actions
nonetheless demonstrate two distinct classes, with a higher degree of epistemic action associated with an
exploratory phase of their activity even when they did not identify it as such. Implications for further research and
practice will be discussed.

Designing for game design
Matthew Gaydos

Game design has been successfully used to introduce students to academic content and skills like programming
(Kafai, 2006; Overmars, 2004) as well as so-called twenty first century curricula like digital literacy or design
thinking (Games, 2008; Gaskin & Berente, 2011). However, aside from using it as a motivating activity (e.g. Cira
et al., 2015), there are not well-tested approaches or frameworks for integrating game design into curricula (for
games generally, see Foster & Shah, 2012). This is especially the case when using game design to teach content
that is secondary to game production (e.g. biology as opposed to programming).
In this presentation, I describe a design-based research project in which an extensible geography card
game is developed for use in Singapore classrooms. The card game is designed to provide students with a gamebased model to think with as they engage the target content. Once students understand the game model, they may
then be able to use it both for understanding other models and predicting outcomes of model perturbation,
especially through their own designs (e.g. inventing new rules and cards).
Though these student-generated designs are theoretically useful, they may be impractical within
Singapore classrooms, which tend to be oriented toward improving high-stakes assessment results (Chee,
Mehrotra, & Ong, 2014; Hogan et al., 2013). Additionally, educational games bring with them a host of logistical
challenges (Van Eck, 2006), and may be difficult to use with audiences unaccustomed to game-based approaches
(Chee, Mehrotra, & Ong, 2014). The study that will be presented details the contextual factors that support and
detract from student-generated game play and design as a pedagogical tool within a high-stakes test-centered
system. Through interviews with teachers and students, it focuses on the perceived affordances and challenges of
integrating games and game design into the curriculum.
Singapore’s Ministry of Education has provided widespread support of game-based learning and other
student-centered, technology-based pedagogical developments. Because of the centralized organization of
Singapore’s education system, there exist few mechanisms for feedback regarding how such policies influence
practice or how successful enactments may be spread across sites. Teacher and student feedback is thus not only
useful for understanding how these new pedagogical artifacts (including games) may be better developed and
used, but provides a means for reflecting on the relationship between policy goals and classroom outcomes.
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Seamless learning: Idea generation from and for cross-contextual learning
processes
Lung-Hsiang Wong

Seamless learning is when a person experiences a continuity of learning, and consciously bridges the multifaceted
learning efforts, across a combination of locations, times, technologies or social settings (Sharples et al., 2012;
Wong, 2015). Despite often being characterized as “anytime, anywhere learning,” the notion of seamless learning
is however differing from e-learning. “Anytime, anywhere learning” could also refer to flow learning
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Sharples, 2015), i.e., to induce a flow state such that learners are so engaged in a learning
activity that they lose awareness of their surroundings. Instead, seamless learning foregrounds the unique
ecological constructs/resources in various learning spaces including artifacts, tools and people which/who could
facilitate multifaceted tasks (Wong, 2015), e.g., the classroom for learning engagement and consolidations,
physical spaces for situated and authentic learning, online platforms for information seeking/sharing and peer
discussions, etc.
Thus, a holistic seamless learning experience requires learners not only to interact with other people (e.g.,
peer learners) and instructor-provided artifacts within a relatively closed learning environment (e.g., traditional
classroom or e-learning portals), but also with the authentic environment and perhaps the Internet at large, where
they may draw elements or information that they incidentally encounter or recall (e.g., building on prior
knowledge or past experiences), exploit hidden affordances of in situ artifacts, and appropriate the right
combination of these elements to “jointly mediate” (Wong, Chen & Jan, 2012) their in situ and/or cross-contextual
learning tasks. Under such a perspective, learners may generate various forms of “ideas” throughout the learning
process, encompassing not only the intermediate or final learner-created artifacts as representations of their current
knowledge states, but also the process-related strategies that the learners figure out by themselves to improve their
learning process or overcome novel learning problems. In light of this perspective, our team developed an
alternative qualitative method known as “artifact-oriented analysis” (Wong, Chen & Jan, 2012), rooted in the
Vygotskian notion of “mediation by artifacts” and distributed cognition to unpack the seamless learning process
data collected through our studies (e.g., So, Seow & Looi, 2009; Wong, 2013). In a nutshell, as aspirations for
lifelong learning, the advocates for seamless learning should entail the fostering of learners’ dispositions and skills
in self-generating “ideas” to advance their own learning endeavors.
Another important concept of seamless learning that is relevant to SGIs is “recontextualization.” Earlier
literature tended to dichotomize decontextualization and contextualization in expounding the differences between
formal and informal learning (e.g., Hung, Lee & Lim., 2012; Lave & Wenger, 1991), perhaps due to privileging
authenticity. We offer an alternative perspective of “recontextualization” (cf. Looi, et al., 2010) of skills,
knowledge or meaning through the cross-contextual and cross-temporal learning trajectories. For example, an
“idea” incubated in class may be practiced or reified in authentic settings, and later be scrutinized, enriched,
transformed and/or challenged within the social learning spaces, with relevant but diversified personal
perspectives, knowledge and experiences mediating the socio-constructivist discourse (e.g., Lewis, Pea, & Rosen,
2010; So, Seow, & Looi, 2009). Through such a cross-contextual trajectory, both the “idea” and the learning
process itself are constantly “recontextualized,” which would lead to deep learning.

Discussion

While the above research projects vary in orientations and research goals, the commonality that stands out among
them is the focus on student-generated ideas as a cornerstone of the learning design. Students’ ideas play multiple
roles in the respective projects (e.g. as a targeted outcome in the development of learning tasks, target for
intervention, resource for learning, data source, etc.). These roles can be organized according the cognitive, social
and cultural aspects in the design of interventions (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012). By leveraging various types of
students’ ideas in several ways (e.g. as knowledge representations, language, strategies, decisions, design
thinking), we offer our collective design principles embedded in the SGIs approach in Figure 1.
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Design Principles for Student-Generated Ideas
Cognitive
Planning for and
leveraging
unpredictability...

Eliciting students’ naïve representations of yet-to-be learned concepts allows teachers to
better understand what students know and can guide their instructional moves accordingly.
In order to do that, teachers must become comfortable with planning for the “unplannable,”
since they cannot know exactly what a student knows until the student shares it.

...by turning
student errors
into
opportunities.

Teachers can oftentimes be quick to correct student errors for a number of reasons: fears
that students’ errors will “stick,” discomfort with uncertainty, aversion to failure, and
general habit/familiarity with being the “sage on the stage.” However, allowing students to
correct their own errors, struggle through failures, and manage uncertainty are powerful
learning resources. SGIs provide opportunistic conditions that support students to do the
hard work of struggling to overcome their own misunderstandings and to develop their
naive representations.
Social

Capitalizing on
student dialogue.

The social opportunities in a learning environment are crucial for designs based on studentgenerated ideas. Conditions should be set up such that students can engage in natural and
authentic conversation. It is not about imposing structures onto social experiences that
direct students to discuss “the right things,” but creating an atmosphere through the
learning design that promotes the curiosity and motivation to talk through ideas, thoughts,
and decisions with one another.
Cultural

Perceiving ideas
as a “means”
and not an
“end.”

Although helping students to generate their own ideas in the first place is a noteworthy
goal, the intent of SGIs is rather to use students’ ideas as the means for (a) the student to
improve understanding and meaning-making and (b) the teacher to facilitate the student
learning process by basing instruction on the students’ own representations. Students and
teachers may not be initially comfortable with this perception and process, and so a
classroom culture that supports SGIs may need to be developed.
Figure 1: Design principles for Student-Generated Ideas.

With student ideas at the forefront, our collective work addresses how approaches based on SGIs
influence the learning mechanisms, knowledge outcomes, and socio-cultural surround in authentic settings. SGIs
involve a process of ideating, e.g., through the generation of solutions/problems, elicitation of language, invoking
“design thinking” through play and embodied experiences, and removing the “seams” of learning from the
classroom to the informal environment. This symposium not only aims to fill gaps in the knowledge base, but
also plays an active role in progressing the cultural shift towards student-centric instruction. Through distilling
and sharing the core design principles around SGIs-focused learning approaches, this work contributes to
important components to the learning sciences discipline and in changing educational practice.
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